Abstract-We propose network coding as an energy efficient data transmission technique in core networks with non-bypass and bypass routing approaches. The improvement in energy efficiency is achieved through reduction in the traffic flows passing through intermediate nodes. A mixed integer linear program (MILP) is developed to optimize the use of network resources, and the results show that our proposed network coding approach introduces up to 33% power savings for the non-bypass case compared with the conventional architectures. For the bypass case, 28% power savings are obtained considering futuristic network components power consumption. A heuristic based on the minimum hop count routing shows power savings comparable to the MILP results. Furthermore, we study how the change in network topology affects the savings produced by network coding. The results show that the savings are proportional to the average hop count of the network topology. We also derive power consumption analytic bounds and closed form expressions for networks that implement network coding and thus also verify the results obtained by the MILP model.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE exponential growth in the use of ICT has intensified the interest in energy efficiency approaches. The current ICT systems are not energy efficient, and the inefficiency gap is continuously expanding. This inherent engineering problem is steering attention towards new designs with energy efficiency objectives in mind. Economic factors, especially after the increase in energy prices, have increased the pressure to push the efficiency to its limits. These factors alongside the ecological factors will probably be one of the important bottlenecks to ICT expansion. The total emissions of ICT are estimated in The GeSI SMARTer 2030 report [1] to constitute 1.97% of all emissions by the year 2030. Greening the Internet was first introduced in 2003 [2] as a concept. The authors of [3] provide a survey of energy efficiency improvement approaches used in optical networks. Previously, our work has addressed the core network energy efficiency with renewable energy sources [4] , core networks with communication between data centers [5] and data centres with dis-aggregated servers [6] , design and optimization of physical topology [7] , the efficient distribution of clouds [8] , future energy efficient high definition TV [9] , Peer to Peer content distribution [10] , [11] , big data management [12] , [13] , [14] , energy efficient embedding of virtual network [15] , network function virtualization [16] and the improvement in energy efficiency resulting from multiple combined methods in the GreenTouch GreenMeter [17] , [18] . In 2000, Ahlswede et. al proposed the idea of network coding in wireless networks for multicast connections [19] , achieving a throughput improvement by using all network nodes, which participate in the coding process as opposed to the conventional routing approach. This throughput improvement means a possible opportunity for energy efficiency improvement. In [20] a good review of the applications of network coding is provided. However, most of the work on network coding focused on wireless networks. The most notable work in optical networks is in passive optical networks [21] , [22] , [23] or protection for mesh optical networks [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] and our previous work [28] , [29] . These applications of network coding rely on the multicast advantage of the PON and the multipath requirement of the protection mechanism. The rest of the efforts addressed the impact of using multicast enabled optical switches for network coding [30] , [31] as well as the requirement to do network coding in the physical layer [32] . The authors in [33] and [34] proposed approaches to reduce the network coding resource in the network, and in [35] the authors proposed approaches that allow fairly general coding across flows. In this paper we expand on our previous work in [36] , [37] and present a detailed investigation of a new energy efficient routing and network coding mechanism in unicast settings where opposite flows passing through intermediate nodes get encoded using a simple xor operation before being sent back to their destination. This calls for simple hardware changes at the IP layer only. Although the idea we present is similar in principle to the work of [38] in wireless networks, our work is different because a wired implementation of network coding is very different from its wireless counterpart. This is because the benefit in the wireless case is due to the shared broadcast domain between nodes, whereas the benefit in the wired case is less clear since wired switched networks have a smaller collision domain between neighbours and support full duplex communication, and therefore need to be explored and understood. We use a MILP model followed by a heuristic to determine the performance of our new network coding approach, and similar to our approach in [28] , [29] , we provide analytic bounds and closed form expressions to validate the MILP model and the heuristic. We consider different approaches for implementing network coding to address the possibility of packet size mismatch, and also our work makes a sensible quantified estimate of the benefit that could be achieved in practice. Section II of this paper introduces network coding and proposes a novel node architecture to support network coding in non-bypass IP over WDM networks. In Section III the new approach is modelled using mixed integer linear programming (MILP), with the analysis of results presented in Section IV.
In Section V we compare two approaches of network coding with partitioning and with zero padding of flows, and we investigate implementing network coding in bypass IP over WDM networks in Section VI. Section VII presents power consumption analytic bounds and closed form expressions of the conventional and the network coding scenarios. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. CONCEPT DESCRIPTION Network coding is commonly illustrated by the well-known butterfly network shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Here the sources k and n want to multicast two units of information, X and Y , to two receivers, d2 and d1, respectively. Assuming all links have a unit capacity in the direction shown in the Figure, tracing the flows will lead to a bottleneck in link (m, u). Instead of doubling the link capacity to resolve this bottleneck, the link capacity can be shared by the two flows by encoding the flows by an XOR operation in node m and multicasting the encoded flow to d1 and d2 from node u. Fig. 1 (b) shows a special case of the butterfly network where each of the nodes pairs (n, d1), (m, u) and (k, d2) are considered as a single node, where the links connecting them are regarded as storage rather than communication links, this converts the butterfly network to a 3 node network n, m and k. This special butterfly can perform network coding in a unicast scenario. Suppose node k wants to transmit the information units X to node n, and node n wants to transmit Y to node k. Both flows will go through the intermediate node m, which can combine the flows using the XOR gate and multicast back the encoded flow to both end nodes. Each node retrieves the information unit intended to it by XOR coding the received unit with the stored information unit. In the middle node where coding is performed, we encounter resource savings. The new approach is described in Fig. 2 . At end nodes where flows originate or terminate, the same ports as the conventional routing approach will be used. At intermediate nodes, however, two conventional ports are replaced by a single port that implements the coding functionality. In this paper, the term conventional port (architecture) is used to mean the current implementation, and the NC port (architecture) for the network coding enabled IP port. The coding functionality used here is the mere modulo-2 addition (XOR). For the three nodes example shown in Fig. 2 ,four conventional ports are reduced to a single NC port and two conventional ports. The amount of power savings depends on the ratio of the power consumed by the two types of ports and the assignment of flows to their routes. The IP over WDM network is the current core networks implementation; traffic collected from edge routers is passed to core IP routers, and the optical layer provides transport over the high bandwidth optical fibres. Transponders convert the electric signal into optical and optical cross connects provide the optical layer switching. In each fiber, multiple wavelengths are used through wavelength division multiplexing with the aid of multiplexers/demultiplexers. Erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) provide optical signal amplification to support transmission over long distances. The existence of the IP and the WDM layers presents two approaches to route the traffic. The first is referred to as the non-bypass approach which routes traffic from its originating IP router to its destination IP router passing through each IP router in intermediate nodes. The second approach bypasses intermediate IP routers and is hence referred to as the bypass approach. Our proposed architecture of the network coding enabled IP over WDM node is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The new NC enabled port uses two receivers to receive the two flows that will be encoded and transmitted using the single transmitter. A coupler is used to multicast the flow from the single transmitter to the two neighbouring nodes. Storage is needed to perform the synchronization task prior to encoding. Note that, even if we perform the synchronization in the IP layer, different data flows may not arrive at the intermediate node at the same time. Therefore, storage is essential here. The XOR unit is used to encode the flows. An amplifier is used for splitting power loss compensation and to support long distance optical transmission. Note that an alternative architecture that uses an optical implementation of the XOR gate is a straightforward extension of Fig. 3 . The storage unit in source nodes and destination nodes are used to store the original data and the Fig. 4 illustrates how the network coding is performed in a bidirectional flow traversing two intermediate hops. We consider an example where node n1 needs to send packets 1, 2 and 3 to node n4 and node n4 needs to send packets A, B, and C to node n1. The packets being sent, received or processed by a node are shown above the node.
• At t = 1, packets (1) and (A) are being prepared for transmission by (n1) and (n4), respectively. • At t = 2, packets (1) and (A) arrive at their neighbouring intermediate nodes, meanwhile packets (2) and (B) are being prepared by nodes (n1) and (n4), respectively. As intermediate nodes (n2) and (n3) receive only a single packet from one side no coding takes place and the packets are forwarded to the next node.
• At t = 3, packets (1) and (B) arrive at node (n3) and packets (A) and (2) arrive at node (n2). Nodes (n2) and (n3) encode their packets and produce (2 + A) and (1 + B) respectively. The encoded packets are multicast to the two neighbouring nodes (e.g. for node (n2) it goes to nodes (n1) and (n3)).
• At t = 4, end node (n1) receives packet (A + 2) and decodes it using the stored packet (2) . The same applies to node (n4) decoding packet (B + 1) with the stored packet (B). Meanwhile, intermediate nodes (n2) and (n3) receive packets (B + 1) and (A + 2). First they decode them using the stored packets (1) and (A), to produce packets (B) and (2), (n2) then encodes (B) with (3) to produce (B +3), and (n3) encodes (C) with (2) to produce (C + 2), which both are multicast to their two intended neighbours.
• At the remaining time slots, end nodes decode their received coded packets using their stored packets in a straightforward manner. We assume that packets are fully synchronized at reception (buffering can be used to help the synchronisation process). Nodes decide which packets are encoded in a given packet from a metadata, which is carried in the header and negligible in size compared to packet sizes. Another possibility is to do coding on established paths in a circuit switched network, where paths are decided, and hence encoding possibilities, will be decided beforehand. We also assume the control and management overhead is negligible since it can be performed as a result of a software upgrade to the system.
III. THE MILP MODEL
This section describes the MILP model developed whose objective is to minimize the total power consumption of a non-bypass IP over WDM network with the aforementioned network coding implementation by optimizing the routes each demand takes, and optimizing the number and location of conventional and NC ports, for a given network topology and demands matrix. Below are lists of sets, parameters and variables defined in the MILP model: The model is defined as follows: Objective: minimize the power consumption of the network coding enabled IP over WDM network:
The power consumption outlined in the objective function is made of the following components: 
S

Distance required between two neighbouring EDFAs
• The power consumption of conventional router ports
• The power consumption of NC router ports
• The power consumption of optical switches
• The total power consumption contribution from multiplexers and demultiplexers
• The total power consumption contribution from transponders
• The power consumption of all the EDFAs in the network m∈N n∈Nm p e A mn f mn .
Subject to: The traffic flow between source and destination node pair ( Number of NC ports at node m catering for the traffic encoding between the node pair (n, k)
Amn
The total number of EDFAs on a physical link (m, n). This is calculated using Amn = Lmn/S − 1 . S is the separating distance between neighbouring amplifiers. The total traffic flow between node pair (n, k) that goes through the intermediate node m
N pomn
The number of conventional router ports where the traffic starts at source node m and terminates in a node n N pimn The number of conventional router ports where the traffic terminates at destination node n and starts in a node m
N pmn
The number of conventional router ports at node m interfacing node n ∀s, d, m ∈ N . Constraint (7) represents the flow conservation constraint. It ensures traffic routing from source to destination. 
∀m ∈ N , n ∈ N m . Constraint (9) calculates the aggregate traffic on a given link which is represented by the total flow of all demands passing through that link. 
∀s, d, m ∈ N , n ∈ N m . The link capacity conservation constraint is ensured by constraint (10) , where the total flow on a link must not surpass the total capacity of all fibres on that link.
Equation (11), and (12) respectively which select the next integer greater than a given real value. This is due to relaxation of the MILP model. Now that the number of conventinoal ports leaving and entering a node are determined by equations (11) and (12) respectively, and noting that router ports have a pair (i.e. Tx and Rx components), then under the asymmetric traffic the larger of the outgoing and the incoming traffic at a node determines the number of conventional router ports needed as shown in Equation 13 .
∀m ∈ N , n ∈ N m The total number of conventional ports is then given by:
∀m ∈ N . (15, 16, 17) calculate the variable c sd mk , and they are used to maintain the linearity of the model that is otherwise lost due to the multiplication of variables.
∀m, n, k ∈ N : m = n = k . Constraint (18) calculates the total number of coded ports at node m that encodes the bidirectional traffic between nodes pair (n, k). Note that the number of NC ports at a given node is determined according to the maximum flow of the bidirectional traffic demand of which the node is intermediate due to zero padding of the smaller flow to match the size of the larger flow. The presence of the max() function in equation (18) makes the model nonlinear, hence we use instead the following six constraints collectively to maintain the linearity of the model.
Constraint ( 
The binary indicator variables ∆ (23) is used to ensure that they are not both set to 1.
Constraint (25) calculates the number of NC ports at each given node.
IV. NETWORK PERFORMANCE EVALUATION We use regular and common network topologies in our analysis. For regular topologies we analyze the ring, line, star and full mesh topologies and for real world core networks we consider the NSFNET and the USNET networks topologies in USA. In Fig. 5 the NSFNET is shown and is composed of 14 nodes and 21 bidirectional links, with an average hop count equal to 2.17. The USNET, depicted in Fig. 6 , has an average hop count of 3, with 43 links connecting 24 nodes. We model traffic demands by using the average traffic demands of the network as shown in Fig. 7 [5] . The traffic follows a uniform probability distribution with values ranging from 20 Gb/s to 120 Gb/s. The peak value is observed at 22:00. This peak shifts according to the time zones by 1 hour. The actual traffic matrix is generated randomly and ensures that the average traffic at each time zone (including intra-zone traffic and inter-zone traffic) is that of Fig. 7 . This traffic model shows two kinds of variations, the first is the variation between different times of the day and the second between different nodes at a given time point. The traffic demands between node pairs takes values between 10 and 230 Gbps. [40] 73 W Optical Switch power consumption (PO) [41] 85 W MUX/DeMUX power consumption [42] 16 W EDFAs power consumption (Pe) [43] 8 W
Other network parameters are shown in Table IV , including the power consumption of various network elements. The power consumption of the network devices is derived from [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , [43] . The 100 Watts increase in power consumption for the NC ports represents a moderate estimate of the power consumption of the processing of the XOR operation and the added transmitter and amplifier at the physical interface module of the port. In the calculations, a partially used wavelength was assumed to consume part of a router port and a transponder proportional to traffic volume. This assumes either grooming or a proportional power profile for router ports and transponders and such a proportional power profile is desirable and is a goal of the current equipment manufactures and grooming can be practically achieved. The optimization was carried out using IBM CPLEX software suite and the AMPL language and was executed on a high performance computing cluster with 256GB RAM and 16 cores of CPU.
The problem falls under the NP-complete complexity class as it can be reduced to the standard multi-commodity flow problem (an NP-complete problem), and is further complicated by the need to consider the assignment of coding nodes and accounting for the zero padding and partitioning of traffic. For the solution scenarios considered in the paper, the MILP model runs in the order of days. The heuristic, on the other hand, have a running time in the order of seconds.
A. Example Topologies Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the power consumption of the NSFNET and USNET topologies, on a full day at 2 hours granularity, respectively. Daily average savings of 27% and 33% are observed as a result of using network coding in the NSFNET and USNET topologies, respectively. Note that the higher average hop count of the USNET topology has a limited effect in terms of increasing the power savings. Although a topology with a higher hop count means higher number of conventional ports are replaced by Network Coding enabled ports, however it also means more conventional ports are required to establish flows between neighbouring nodes, in which scenario the data flows cannot be encoded. Therefore, the total power savings produced by using network coding depends on the ratio of the traffic between neighbouring nodes (which cannot be coded) to the traffic between nonneighbouring nodes (which can be coded). Higher savings can be obtained for networks of high hop counts as discussed below. Fig. 10 compares the distribution of conventional ports and NC ports across the NSFNET nodes. The conventional ports tend to be almost equally distributed among nodes, while NC ports are used more in the middle of the network at nodes with high nodal degree. This is because middle nodes are more likely to serve as intermediate nodes to traffic flows. Node 6 deploys the highest number of NC ports as it is located in the network centre, having a nodal degree equal to 4. Nodes of lower hop count and/or not centrally located deploy lower number of NC ports.
The routes selected by the solution of the MILP model show no departure from the minimum hop routes selected by the conventional scenario. The energy efficient routing heuristic used in our case can be simply described by routing all demands following the minimum hop path between the source and destination nodes, selecting the shortest path in case two alternative paths have the same minimum hops. Based on this flow allocation, network coding takes place at all intermediate nodes, then the total power consumption and the amount of conventional ports and NC ports are calculated. This fact can help facilitate the migration to the new architecture. Consequently, the amount of required coded ports at each node can be estimated at the time of design. Fig. 8 and 9 show that the average power savings of the energy efficient heuristic in network coding enabled networks (19% and 22% considering the NSFNET and the USNET networks, respectively) compared with the energy efficient network coding MILP model. 
B. Regular Topologies
To investigate the impact of the topology, we reconfigured the NSFNET network into a bidirectional ring, and a star as seen in Fig. 11 , as well as a line (by removing link (12) (13) (14) from the ring), and a full mesh. Note that a star topology can result in practice if the traffic due to a large data centre dominates the network. The full mesh can be an attractive network topology if delay and power consumption are key metrics [7] . The ring and line topologies have high average hop counts and hence were considered. The distances (in km) shown on these links are estimates according to nodes locations. Network coding contributes the highest reduction in network power consumption (33% daily average saving) in the line topology. The high power saving of the line topology is attributed to its high average hop count of 5, increasing the number of intermediate nodes, which increases the number conventional ports to be replaced by NC ports. On the other hand network coding adds no gain to the full mesh topology, as all the demands are routed through single hop routes. The savings obtained by the other topologies exist between these two extremes. Implementing network coding in a bidirectional ring topology (average hop count of 3.77) has saved 30% of the network power consumption while a star topology centred at node 5 with an average hop count of 1.85 has saved 16% of the network power consumption. The topologies we considered, vary from the full mesh topology having the maximum number of links, to the star topology, having the lowest number of links while maintaining connectivity.
We extended the physical network topology MILP design model in [7] to perform network coding at intermediate nodes of bidirectional traffic flows. We carried out extensive scenario evaluations. For example examined the optimum physical topology with a constraint of a minimum nodal degree of 1 per node, and 21 links (number of links in the NSFNET). The optimum topology considering network coding was in agreement with that obtained in [7] .
V. NETWORK CODING WITH PARTITIONING
In the previous sections we assumed that the smaller of the two bidirectional flows (packets) is padded with zeros before encoding it with the other flow; hence the maximum of the two bidirectional flows is used to calculate the resources used. An alternative approach to prepare packets for network coding is to partition the bigger packet (flow) into two parts, the first part has the size of the smaller packet (flow) to be encoded, and the other part will be routed normally without encoding. 
and changing the variable X m nk to represent the minimum of the opposite flows, this will mean constraint (18) will change into
and constraint (24) will be replaced by
The network coding with partitioning is subject to all the constraints in Section III except for constraint (9) that calculates the total number of conventional ports which is replaced by
The first term of equation (29) is used to calculate the number of conventional ports in the zero padding case, where the zero padding case used the max() function in (13) . The use of the max function was necessary as traffic was asymmetric. If source nodes, for instance, sum the traffic leaving plus entering and divide this sum by the wavelength rate, this will lead to an underestimation of the required number of ports. The correct number for the zero padding approach is dictated by the larger of the two traffic volumes leaving and entering the port, hence the max() function is needed in (13) . In the partitioning case, however, the asymmetry is removed by the partitioning process and the residual traffic is handled using conventional network ports.
The first term of equation (29) accounts for the conventional ports at source and destination nodes, while the second term accounts for the residual flow from the partitioning process. For example, if the bidirectional flow is 80Gbps in one direction and 50Gbps in the other, then in intermediate nodes 50Gbps will use a coded port while the rest (i.e. 30Gbps) will be served using conventional ports. Fig. 15 shows that the improvement obtained by implementing the partitioning approach is limited compared to the zero padding approach under the uniform traffic profile. This is because the bidirectional flows of the traffic demands are comparable. The advantage of the partitioning approach under an asymmetric traffic profile will be discussed later. All the previous results are based on the estimation of the NC port's power consumption given in Section III. Fig.  16 studies how the savings obtained by network coding are effected as r (the ratio of the network coding scheme's power consumption (i.e. router ports and transponders) and the conventional scheme) grows. The savings achieved compared to the conventional case reduces as r increases. While the zero padding approach out performs the conventional approach up to r = 1.6, the benefit of the partitioning approach can be observed up to r = 2. Fig. 16 shows the power consumption dependence in the network coding case on the ports ratio r = px+pt pp+pt for the conventional and the the network coding case with packet partitioning and zero padding under random traffic using the MILP model. It shows that the port ratio has an impact on the savings, which are better in the case of the packet partitioning. We observe savings as long as the power consumption of the NC port (including the transponder) is less than twice that of the power consumption of the conventional port.
VI. NETWORK CODING CONSIDERING THE BYPASS ROUTING APPROACH
In the previous sections we showed that network coding can provide up to 33% power savings when the non-bypass routing approach is used. Here we extend this evaluation for the bypass case to evaluate its impact. In bypass routing, the traffic stays in the optical layer after being converted at the source until its converted electronically back at the destination [44] . In a bidirectional flow, source and destination nodes use non network coding transponders while intermediate nodes use network coding transponders. Flows between neighbouring nodes use standard non network coding transponders. The MILP model for this scenario uses all the constraints in the previous non-bypass model and decides the optimum number and locations of encoding transponders, and the power consumption of the network for different coded ports power consumption. The objective function takes into consideration changes in the required resources in intermediate nodes as compared to the non-bypass approach. The results in this section are compared with the conventional scenario without network coding as well as the one with network coding in non-bypass approach. We also carry out a sensitivity analysis to account for the possibility of different power consumption values that the coded port can take in relation to the conventional port and assess the impact of this value on the overall savings. The power consumption of the network devices are shown in [45] 400 Gbps Conventional port power consumption (Pp) [39] 46.7 W Coded transponder's power consumption (Px) 360 kW Transponder's power consumption (Pt) [40] 332.6 W Optical Switch's power consumption (PO) 8.5 W EDFAs power consumption (Pe) [43] 15.3 W Table V . The reason behind using the GreenTouch 2020 power consumption values [45] is that the power savings of network coding under the 2010 power consumption values are very small as router ports are the most significant power consumption equipment in the network, which reduces significantly the contribution of savings in transponders due to network coding. However, in 2020, the GreenTouch consortium expects the transponders to consume more power than the router ports which makes network coding savings become more significant. This is because transponders are expected to use more digital signal processing at higher data rates but routers are expected to drop significantly in power consumption due to the use of optical interconnects, and packet size adaptation. To match the projected capacity increase in 2020, a wavelength of capacity 400 Gbps is used. We also assume the power consumption of the network coding results in network coding ports that consume 10% and 50% higher than the conventional ports accounting for the extra required elements. To cover a wide range of this ratio, we show the results for ratios between of 0% and 100%. Fig. 17 shows that under the bypass approach, savings up to 28% can be obtained under the NSFNET topology with 10% increase in coded transponders power consumption and 19% considering the 50% increase. These savings are with reference to the non-bypass approach, but when compared to the conventional approach, savings of 18% and 9% respectively are obtained for the two investigated transponders power consumption values. In Fig. 18 , the total power consumption is plotted at different power consumption values for the coded transponder while the conventional transponders power consumption remains fixed to account for the uncertainty in the additional power consumption that is needed to implement the additional functions related to network coding. This sensitivity analysis is useful in determining the value of the coded transponder power consumption at which the network coding approach seizes to provide savings. The figure shows that the network coding approach with bypass outperforms both the conventional bypass and the conventional non-bypass even if the network coding transponder consumes 660W at 400 Gbps, and even much higher when compared with the conventional non-bypass case. In our analysis we considered only the power consumption of the network as the objective function to be minimized. As studied in [46] , network performance can be affected. This opens the door for additional study that takes into account additional metrics (e.g. delay) into the optimization. The MILP model minimizes the network power consumption at different times of the day by optimizing the number of resources needed at each node. This number represents the resources that are switched on at that time. For dimensioning the network the maximum number of each component at each node throughout the day is considered. It is worth noting that we have used multiple traffic matrices at different times of the day to represent the multi-hour traffic as opposed to relying on the dominant matrices technique in [47] for network dimensioning.
VII. ANALYTIC BOUNDS AND CLOSED FORMS A. Conventional scenario
Let G(N , E) be a network composed of a collection of undirected edges, E, connecting a set of nodes, N . We define the bidirectional traffic demand as the triple (s, d, λ sd ), where s ∈ N and d ∈ N are end nodes of the demand and λ sd is the data rate requirement of the demand. Assuming each demand follows a single path, i.e. no traffic bifurcation, the hop count traversed by a single traffic flow of the bidirectional demand is given by 
The power consumption of a single traffic flow, (s, d), of the bidirectional demand in a conventional IP over WDM network under the non-bypass approach is given by
Note that we considered only the most power consuming devices; router ports and transponders for simplicity. Also note that the use of traffic grooming results in efficient wavelength and router resources utilisation and improves the accuracy of (32) . Assuming all demands of the network are equal, i.e.
Therefore the power consumption of the single flow can be given as
The total network power consumption can be given as
Let P sd λ = Pt+Pp B λ sd be the single hop power consumption and P sd λ = P λ , ∀s, d ∈ N , s = d; then the power consumption can be given as
The hop count of a traffic demand in the network can be given as a function of the average hop count h as
Therefore the power consumption of the IP over WDM network can be given as
B. Network coding scenario
For network coding enabled IP over WDM network, both flows of the bidirectional demand are routed through the same path so network coding is performed at intermediate nodes.
In this case the power consumption of the two flows of the bidirectional demand ((s, d) and (d, s) ) is given as
∀s, d, ∈ N , s < d . The first term in Equation (39) gives the power consumption of end nodes where a conventional port is used to send and receive the flows at each end. Note that the XOR gate and storage at the end nodes have small power consumption and are not included here. The second term is attributed to intermediate nodes where coding is implemented. We evaluate equation (39) for all values of s < d, as opposed to the s = d used in the conventional case, because here we take flows in pairs, and henceP sd accounts for the total power consumed for the flow (s, d) and (d, s). The power consumption can be re arranged as
Let r = pt+px pt+pp represent the ratio of the power consumption of the network coding scheme (router ports and transponders) and the conventional scheme, then the power consumption of the bidirectional demand can be written as
The total power consumption with network coding is P = 2 s∈N d∈N d<s
giving
(43) We start with the equal traffic demands case where all the demands in the network have the same value, i.e. P sd λ = P λ , ∀s, d ∈ N . The total power consumption becomes
The power savings φ is then given by
which gives
Using the power consumption values of the conventional and NC ports given in Table IV , r ≈ 1.1, reducing the savings expression to
The derived expression is used to calculate the maximum saving gained by implementing network coding in regular topologies (star, ring, line) as the number of nodes grows to infinity. 1) Star topology:
2) Ring topology: Odd number of nodes:
3) Ring topology: Even number of nodes:
4) Line topology:
The savings asymptotically reach 45% for the ring and line topologies and 22.5% for the star topology. With network coding ports as power efficient as conventional ports (i.e. r = 1), the savings increase to 50% and 25% respectively. provides results for the NSFNET and USNET to show an example of where common core networks are located. The analytically calculated power savings confirm those of the heuristic. The savings saturate just below 45% and 22.5% as the size increases. The figure shows that the ring topology converges to the maximum value faster than the line topology. Note that the power consumption of the analytical results does not take into account the power consumption of EDFAs, multiplexers and optical switches; therefore the power savings of the heuristic are lower than the analytically calculated power savings. For the general case when the bidirectional traffic demand volume is randomly distributed we prove first that the previous case of equal average traffic demands has better power efficiency compared to the random demands case. Considering the case of random traffic demands, equation (42) (58) The first part of equation (58) accounts for the power consumption at end nodes which uses conventional ports, while the second part accounts for the power consumption at intermediate nodes which uses NC ports. We treat demands in pairs and hence the use of (d < s) under the summation and the reason for the multiplication by 2.
The value of max(P sd λ , P ds λ ) can be written as
where λ is the average traffic of all the network. The total power of the NC case can be written as
(61) which can be written as
The first two components of equation (62) are the power consumption of the network coded case, when the traffic demands are all equal to the average. We call itP (1) and we call the second partP (2) . Thereforẽ
(64) The valueP (1) represents the total power consumption of the network coding case when all demands are equal, the same as given by equation (45) .
By dividing the set of all demands into subsets, each identified by the number of hops they take, i.e. H k is the set of demands with minimum hop paths of k hops, then equation (64) can be written as
The value ofP (2) depends on the given topology (reflected in H k ) and the given traffic volume distribution g z (λ sd ). This produces three lower bounds , one by setting all hop counts to the minimum, another by setting the traffic to a value that minimises the total power, and a third by setting the hop count and the traffic components to their minimum values. The same applies for the three upper bounds.
The bounds for the total powerP are as follows: For a given topology, the minimum value is when g z (λ sd ) = max(∆ sd , ∆ ds ) = 0 when ∆ sd = ∆ ds = 0. These values are attained when demands are equal. This gives the following expression ofP as
reducing the case to the previous case of the equal average demands.
For the optimal topology and generic traffic demands, we attain the following minimum value, when all demands have a single hop route (i.e.h = 1) when the network is connected in full mesh:
This means, the higher the variation, the higher the power consumption. Also, when given a set of traffic demands with a given variation, the lowest power consumption will be when bidirectional demands with the highest variance happen to be allocated the route with the minimum hop count. Likewise, We can also find the maximum value ofP (2) by considering the topology and traffic dimensions. Considering the traffic dimension, starting from equation (58) and by using the fact that max(P sd λ , P ds λ ) ≤ pt+pp B λ max where λ max is the upper limit to the traffic value, assuming uniform traffic distributioñ
this gives
An upper bound considering the maximum hop count and the exact traffic is given by setting the hop count for each demand to the maximum in the network, i.e. h s,d = h max in equation (64), which gives
(71) Therefore this bound for the total power consumption becomes
Considering both the maximum traffic and hop count, we have the following upper bound:
The upper bound given by considering the maximum hop count is tighter than the one considering the maximum possible traffic demand, due to the lower variance the hop count has compared to the traffic demands variance. For the partitioning approach, we develop closed form expression the same way we did with the zero padding approach. The number of NC ports X in the network for the partitioning case is given by
The number of conventional ports will be covering the traffic at source and destination nodes and the remaining traffic of the partitioning process at intermediate nodes.
(75) So the total power consumption will be
Terms can be combined together to give
By arranging terms we get
where ∆ = |λ sd − λ ds |= max(λ sd , λ ds ) − min(λ sd , λ ds ). When this is substituted in equation (79) it gives
Grouping similar terms gives
Let the function g p (λ sd ) be defined as
The function g p (λ sd ) represents the maximum traffic imbalance in a network where the network coding ports and the conventional ports consume the same power.
The total power becomes
(83) The lower bound considering the traffic dimension is found from minimising equation (82)
whereλ sd is the traffic volume between (s, d) when the maximum value equals the minimum value and the average. The total power then becomes
(85) By using Chebyshev's inequality shown in (86) where a lower bound on the average of the inner product of two vectors of size n is
then equation 85 becomes
By further reducing the second term of the inequality (87) we get
This is reduced to
When we consider the topology dimension
For the upper bound, considering the topology dimension
and considering the traffic dimension, using the fact that the maximum power consumption of the network under network coding occurs when network coding is not used. Under the partitioning approach, network coding is not used when the bidirectional traffic is fully asymmetric, i.e. in one direction λ sd = λ max and in the other λ sd = 0. Then equation (83) becomes:
which gives:
When we consider both the largest hop count and the maximum traffic in the network we get the following upper bound in (96). This upper bound is important as the previous two special upper bounds (considering the topology and considering the traffic separately) can have a varying performance. The bound with the max traffic volume is generally higher than the one with the maximum hop count, but in the case of a network with a flat traffic and a very large hop count the opposite occurs.
We notice that the power consumption given by network coding with traffic partitioning approach under equal traffic demands between all node pairs given by equation (90) is the same as the one given by the zero padding case with equal traffic demands given by equation (90). Also the lower bounds are the same in both cases, when optimising the topology, giving the full mesh which produces no contribution from network coding, or the minimal traffic case when both bidirectional flows are equal to the average. As mentioned above, the upper bound given by considering the maximum hop count is tighter than the one considering the maximum possible traffic demand. Figures (21) and (22) show the upper and lower bounds along side the MILP results of the power consumption of network coding under the zero padding and partitioning approaches respectively. The MILP results lie between these bounds. The power consumption under equal traffic demands which are equal to the average traffic demand is shown to be an approximate representation of the case of random traffic demands. This is due to the fact that multiple demands end up having comparable volumes in most cases, and also because the aggregate bidirectional flows passing through a node, from VIII. CONCLUSIONS In this work, we introduced a technique that can be used to improven energy efficiencyt technique forin IP over WDM networks using network coding. The idea presented here proposes a departure from the conventional router ports, and offers a new architecture that encodes bidirectional flows using a simple xor operation. In order to evaluate the potential power savings, we formulated a MILP model, with the objective of minimising the operational power and developed a minimum hop count routing heuristic for our network coding approach. The results suggest that network coding improves power efficiency, as daily average savings of 27% and 33% are obtained when the networks evaluated were NSFNET and USNET respectively. We investigated the impact of network topology on the savings by first replacing the NSFNET by line, ring, star and full mesh topologies. The highest savings are obtained in the line topology (33%) as a result of the high average hop count of this topology. Network coding offers no energy saving in the full mesh topology (which has an average hop count of 1) due to the unavailability of intermediate nodes that can perform network coding. The minimal contribution of network coding for the star topology is due to its low average hop count (1.85). It is also shown that energy efficient routing protocols in the conventional approach are portable to the network coded approach as the minimum hop routing heuristic is used to route traffic flows in network coding enabled IP over WDM networks where network coding is performed in all intermediate nodes traversed by bidirectional traffic flows. The power savings gained by the heuristic approach match those obtained by the MILP model. We also presented a sensitivity analysis showing the impact on savings as a result of varying the amount of power the network coded ports consume to account for the uncertainty in our estimation. The highest energy efficiency is obtained when the network coded port consumes the same power as the conventional port while losses can be encountered if the NC ports power consumption exceeds twice the power of the conventional port under typical parameters. We analysed two approaches for coding imbalanced bidirectional traffic. The first pads the smaller flow with zeros and the second partitions the larger flow into two components one of them the size of the smaller packet and hence gets coded; while the other component is routed in a conventional manner. We showed that the packet partitioning approach is superior to the zero padding approach especially under asymmetric traffic. We also studied the implementation of network coding when the network employs bypass routing. In this case network coding is performed in the optical layer. Rather than saving resources at the IP layer, resources are saved in the transponders of the intermediate nodes. We have shown that implementing network coding in the optical layer (bypass case) offers less energy savings when compared to the IP layer implementation (nonbypass case) as the IP routers are the highest power consuming devices in the network. In contrast, when considering the expected improvement in router ports power consumption efficiency as suggested by Greentouch and the rise in power consumption of transponders, the savings of the bypass approach become more significant. Analytic closed form expressions and bounds are derived and the MILP results are verified. The formulas are developed for the zero padding and partitioning network coding approaches for the cases of equal traffic volumes as well as the uniformly distributed traffic demands. These formulas are used to study regular networks as their size grows. 
